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Introducing the WSQcaveRadio Text Mode Cave Radio Software
 This software is a modified version of WSQcall, v1.20 by Con, ZL2AFP and
Murray, ZL1BPU in New Zealand.  The details and software for WSQcall are at 
http://www.qsl.net/zl1bpu/MFSK/WSQweb.htm.

 WSQcall is derived from the WSQ2 software that I described here 3 years ago.  It transmits 
text using 33 audio tones, one at a time, at ~1500Hz, with a bandwidth of about 50Hz and a
baud rate of 0.5 in default mode.  It is intended for use with an SSB radio on the LF and MF
Amateur Radio bands. At that time, I used a modified version operating on 3030Hz.

WSQcall is a “chat” mode where you simply type text then press ENTER to send, but it also 
has “selective calling” features that allow some remote control of a station that you are in 
contact with.  The remote control features may be very useful for communications between a 
remote cave camp and the surface.

The selective calling features allow one radio to ask the other radio to report the received s/n 
ratio,or it's location, or to retrieve a stored message. One can send a message and request the 
other radio to repeat the message back to ensure that it was received correctly.  One can also 
request a repeat of the last message received.  The surface radio does not have to be manned 
24/7 and the in-cave radio can be shut off most of the time.

http://www.qsl.net/zl1bpu/MFSK/WSQweb.htm


  

The third mode down, 0.25 baud, is the default mode for WSQcaveRadio

I persuaded Con to create WSQcaveRadio, based on a new unreleased version of WSQcall 
that uses narrower bandwidths at slower speeds. The 0.25 baud speed, although painfully slow, 
is very sensitive and tolerant of lightning noise.  The center frequency was raised to 5kHz to 
allow direct operation from a sound card without frequency conversion. The 25Hz bandwidth 
easily fits between the 60Hz harmonics at 4980 & 5040Hz.  The defaults for frequency and the 
width of the decode window for receiving can be changed to suit the desired baud rate.  
Transmissions are no longer inhibited by default if the channel appears busy.  The selective 
calling features are retained. 



  

The character encoding used by all WSQ programs.  Small letters use only one tone period
per character (4 sec in our case) , while capitol letters and numbers use two for 8 sec.



  

The WSQcaveRadio user interface is pretty simple



  

The waterfall display works really well



  

Antenna Specsf (kHz)
# Turns L Z Rseries(Receive) Rparallel(Receive) Q Bandwidth

5.01 620 37mh 8 + j1184 8.0 Ohms ~175k ~148 34Hz

The small rod antenna used for these tests.
                  It weighs 1 lb, 3 oz



  

Simplified schematic of the high input impedance receive interface
DC Current drain is only 7mA



  

The high-gain non-linear transmit interface

The power is roughly 1 Watt, the limit of the ferrite rod



  

In Transmit mode the MOSFET Driver acts as a low impedance square
 wave source for the series-tuned loop antenna.
In Receive mode the MOSFET Driver shorts tuning the capacitor C to 
ground, converting the loop to a high-impedance tuned circuit.



  

Several extra parts are required for biasing, protection, and stability.  The high transmit 
current in the ferrite loop causes slight increases in inductance and bandwidth. In
practice, the small loop tuning shift in transmit is not a problem.



  

The Sound Card Interface Circuit set up for testing at 5010Hz with the ferrite antennas.

The toroid in the upper left corner is not needed in the circuit. The MOSFET driver
(lower left) does not get warm.



  

I will now attempt a texting demonstration
in real (Slow!) time.

Will Murphy's Law rear its ugly head?  Stay tuned..................

Query s/n ratio

Query Station message

Send message, repeated back

Repeat last message sent
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